The Medal of Excellence and Distinguished Alumni Awards recognize graduates of the School of Engineering for achievement in their profession and service to the community.

Honorees are celebrated at a networking dinner event that is attended by alumni and SoE faculty and students, as well as an impressive representation of local industry members and other distinguished guests. Proceeds from this event benefit the Rutgers School of Engineering Scholarship Fund. This fund supports talented engineering students by providing critical financial resources and educational opportunities.

“I cannot overstate the importance of scholarships like these for students like myself, because not only do they literally fuel my education, but they also fuel my desire to work harder and bring honor to the people who have been generous enough to fund my studies.”

Sophia Blanc, ENG’19
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Thursday, October 8, 2020 › The Palace at Somerset Park, Somerset, NJ
Proceeds from the Medal of Excellence Awards dinner benefit Rutgers’ School of Engineering Scholarship Fund. Since 2015, sponsorship support has generated more than $500,000 toward engineering scholarships—funds that allow us to attract and enroll talented and hardworking students and expand the pipeline of qualified graduates to industry.

For more information about Sponsorship Opportunities, please contact Diane Borowsky at 848.445.4454 or diane.borowsky@rutgers.edu
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